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An Update From Guy Jones
As we hurtle towards the
end of another year, it is
always a useful time for
reflection and, to look
forward to the year ahead.
This year has seen the refurbishment of
all of the London office space, providing a
much improved environment to work
in. Investment in technology means all
field based operatives now receive job
scopes and return record information
electronically, improving efficiency and
the customer experience. We have also
automated our timesheet system which is
now completed on-line.

J Brand Group - Pre Christmas Partner Event!
It’s getting close to that time of year again when
we at J Brand have the pleasure of hosting our
internationally renowned Partner Event (yes, we
do have customers fly in from Europe...)! Once
again it will be held at the Bricklayers Arms in
the West End of London and provides an ideal
opportunity to meet with the wider team as well as other customers and
supply partners.
Details are:
The Date: 24th November 2016
The Time: 15.00 onwards
The Raffle: 18:30 (As well as the usual bottles, the star prize this year is a
Silver 32Gb iPhone 7)

As usual the format will be very informal and you are welcome to drop in
We have achieved accreditation to ISO any time from 15:00.
14001 in both the J Brand and Canopus
Solutions businesses as recognition of our
commitment to the Environment. We
have of course maintained the ISO 9001
& 27001 accreditations together with
NICEIC certification.

Looking forward, a healthy order book is a
good foundation to start from and we are
fortunate to be able to plan well into the
new year.
We plan to refurbish the facility in
Runcorn early in 2017, which houses our
commissioning centre, secure data
destruction and asset disposal business,
Canopus Solutions, and the ever
expanding support desk facility. We will
keep you updated when this is complete
and arrange an open day to showcase the
facility.

The address is:
Bricklayers Arms
31 Gresse Street
London
W1T 1QS

You will appreciate that we need to confirm numbers and therefore it
would be a great help if you would confirm your attendance either with
your usual contact or directly to gjones@jbrand.co.uk.
Guy Jones – Managing Director commented - “The J Brand
Group Partner Event is now in its eleventh year. Many
customers comment that it marks the beginning of the
festive period. We are so lucky to be supported by
so many customers and partners every year. I
do hope we have a good turn out again in
a couple of weeks.”
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